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NANO TOOLS FOR LEADERS®

GENERATING IDEAS: A PROCESS FOR BREAKTHROUGH 
INNOVATION  

Nano Tools for Leaders® are fast, effective leadership tools that you can 
learn and start using in less than 15 minutes—with the potential to signifi-
cantly impact your success as a leader and the engagement and productivity 
of the people you lead.

THE GOAL 

Adopt a seven-step approach for generating new ideas and solving 
intractable problems.

NANO TOOL

Most organizations, when asked to come up with an innovative concept 
or solution, rely on outdated, unreliable methods like unconstrained brain-
storming—if they have any formal approach at all. It’s more common to pass 
the request along to the person or people who have come up with creative 
ideas in the past and hope for the best. But decades of research now reveal that innovation is a process involving many impor-
tant steps, and following them allows individuals and teams to apply the science of innovation quickly and reliably.

ACTION STEPS

1. Frame the Question: To decide on the question you want to answer, start by focusing on real results rather than on 
particular ways of doing things. Asking, “How can we make ordering cheeseburgers faster at our restaurant?” for ex-
ample, isn’t as effective as focusing on your real end goal: “How might we decrease customer frustration at our restau-
rant?” Starting questions with “How can we” or “How might we,” helps make them more open-ended, which is in line 
with advice from innovation expert Hal Gregersen, who says “Questions are most productive when then are open versus 
closed, short versus long, and simple versus complex.”

2. Build the Team: Teams with diverse backgrounds and experiences, and those with a proven innovative idea track re-
cord, are more likely to generate new concepts.

3. Generate Lots of Raw Ideas—Solo: Brainstorming in a group tends to suppress some ideas and surface others that 
conform to the group. Research shows that you need at least about 100 raw ideas to have the best opportunity for 
something really innovative.

4. Add Constraints: Studies show that when you have limitations of the ideas you can pursue, you are often, paradoxi-
cally, more creative. But don’t just place constraints on the types of ideas you’re looking for—tight time constraints also 
help by limiting your ability to be overly reflective and judgmental about your own ideas, further increasing creativity.
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5. Recombine and Reframe: Come together as a group to discuss the ideas you generated individually. Since innovation 
often involves recombination, combining old ideas in new ways, aim for big leaps rather than little refinements based on 
new ideas or novel combinations. Leverage research on brainstorming by prohibiting criticism (ask questions instead of 
making judgments); encouraging wild ideas (they can be refined later); and improving and combining others’ ideas, not 
just your own. 

6. Vote: Instead of relying on a simple up-or-down process, use categories such as “Biggest Impact,” “Easy Win,” and “I 
Love This” to winnow down ideas. Be willing to criticize and reject ideas at this stage.

7. Commit: Without follow up, even the most intriguing innovations die. As you choose which ideas to take further, con-
sider these proven techniques: create a prototype and share it get feedback; interview potential users/stakeholders; and 
build consensus by working as a group to uncover potential organizational hurdles and shepherd the idea past them.

HOW LEADERS USE IT

Developed in the 1930s by its founder, Toyota’s “Five Whys” technique is a proven brainstorming constraint. The company 
brings together the people who have direct experience of the process or problem in question, who then define the issue and 
proceed to ask “Why?” five times. Speed is important as ideas are shared—another constraint that prevents judgment and al-
lows for greater creativity.

Airbnb co-founder Joe Gebbia said in early stages the company was stuck in a “trough of sorrow,” unable to grow. He attrib-
uted the stagnation to the belief that everything they did had to be scalable and involve tech. It was only when they started 
generating ideas to solve the growth problem that they identified poor photo quality of the properties on their website, and 
allowed themselves to address it by experimenting with non-scalable, non-tech changes. They decided to prototype an idea 
by having professional photos taken. A week after the new pictures were posted, weekly revenue doubled. This process of 
framing the question and generating ideas well outside the constraints they previously placed on their ideation efforts, leading 
to prototyping, “changed the trajectory of the business,” according to Gebbia.  

CONTRIBUTOR TO THIS NANO TOOL 

Ethan Mollick, PhD, Ralph J. Roberts Distinguished Faculty Scholar; Associate Professor of Management; Academic Director, 
Wharton Interactive, The Wharton School. This Nano Tool is based on the Breakthrough Game created by Professor Mollick 
and game designer Justin Gary. 

KNOWLEDGE IN ACTION: RELATED EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Mastering Innovation: Strategy, Process, and Tools; Scaling Business for Profitable Growth; and High-Potential Leaders: 
Accelerating Your Impact, in which Professor Mollick teaches.   

ABOUT NANO TOOLS

Nano Tools for Leaders® was conceived and developed by Deb Giffen, MCC, director of Custom Programs at Wharton 
Executive Education. Nano Tools for Leaders® is a collaboration between joint sponsors Wharton Executive Education and 
Wharton’s Center for Leadership and Change Management. This collaboration is led by Professors Michael Useem and John 
Paul MacDuffie. 

https://www.thinklikeagamedesigner.com/breakthrough-product/breakthrough
https://executiveeducation.wharton.upenn.edu/for-individuals/all-programs/mastering-innovation-strategy-process-and-tools/
https://executiveeducation.wharton.upenn.edu/for-individuals/all-programs/scaling-business-for-profitable-growth/
https://executiveeducation.wharton.upenn.edu/for-individuals/all-programs/high-potential-leaders-accelerating-your-impact/
https://executiveeducation.wharton.upenn.edu/for-individuals/all-programs/high-potential-leaders-accelerating-your-impact/

